
A
Possessive Nouns in Sentences

Write the correct form of possessive noun in the blanks to correctly complete

the sentences.

Name: Date:
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Please replace all of the

(lamps)
bulbs with more

efficient ones.

( 1 )

When we showed up uninvited at

(Daniel)
house his dad

generously ordered pizzas for us.

( 2 )

I had to laugh when I saw

(Brianna)
 new shirt.

( 3 )

The
(books)

bindings are

starting to fall apart.

( 4 )

The ball went over the fence and

into the
(neighbor)

 yard.

( 5 )

The variety of people you can find

on
(London)

subway system

is amazing.

( 6 )

(Benjamin)
father would

like to know if you want to stay for
dinner.

( 7 )

One of the
(keyboard)

keys

has popped off.

( 8 )

All of the
(restaurants)

menus can be found in this book.

( 9 )

The
(cameras)

memory cards

are completely full.

(10)

(Michelle)
family visits

Canada at least once a year.

(11)

The idea that you can catch a cold
from cold weather is an old

(wives)
 tale.

(12)

You also need to paint the

(windows)
 frames.

(13)

I found this football in

(Robert)
 backyard.

(14)

The
(customers)

orders

have all been filled.

(15)

lamps’
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orders

have all been filled.

(15)

Daniel’s

Brianna’s

books’

neighbor’s

London’s

Benjamin’s

keyboard’s

restaurants’

cameras’

Michelle’s

wives’

windows’

Robert’s

customers’

lamps’


